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ROADTRIP

Whiteoak Canyon

WHY: Mountain cascades, fried oysters, roller

skating and a serene Buddhist temple.
HOW FAR: 58 miles from Manassas, or about

13⁄4 hours.
September is the perfect month to dust off
those hiking boots: Up in the foothills of Virginia’s Blue Ridge Mountains, the sun shines
brightly but the air is cool. And nestled into the
Shenandoah Valley is Whiteoak Canyon—a
magnificent place to spend a couple of hours
roaming. Six waterfalls tumble through steep
terrain, scattered along a six-mile, round-trip
hike. Some of them end in swimming holes,
where sweaty hikers can splash around and rejuvenate, or sit back and watch monarch but-

When I was growing up,
the Mall was my playground. Once, in the late
’30s or early ’40s, a
guard took us to a manhole cover not far from
the Washington Monument, removed it and
showed us a small “monument” inside. He said it
was there to check how
the monument settled.
My wife thought I was
making it up until I
checked with my brother
and found that he vividly
remembers it, too. Is it
still there?
— Bob Garber, Lusby

visit the Graffiti House in Brandy Station,
where the walls are covered with the signatures
and drawings of Civil War soldiers who passed
through long ago.
In Culpeper, make a pass through Clarke
Hardware for a bit of nostalgic window shopping—they’ve got Radio Flyer tricycles, scooters and wagons, as well as the iconic red sleds.
And once in Syria, stop at Graves Mountain
Lodge, a rustic, family-run establishment. You
can have a hearty meal in the restaurant or take
an hour-long horseback ride before tackling the
mountains ahead.
— Andrea Caumont

terflies flit through green foliage and wildflowers. For a more strenuous hiking circuit,
Old Rag Mountain looms nearby, its craggy facade beckoning to rock climbers. The round
trip of that mountain is about seven miles and
includes a natural staircase and sweeping
views. Entry to both parks is $5 (the pass lasts a
full week).
On the drive up, pause to get your chi in tune
and stroll through the gardens at Wat Long
Buddhavong in Catlett. At the Buddhist temple,
adorned with golden finials, monks meditate
daily at 6:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. More into heartstopping adventure? Hop in a biplane at the Flying Circus in Bealeton, where you can spin, loop
and roll in an open-cockpit ride.
Next, get fortified in the quaint hamlet of
Remington, where the Corner Deli dishes out
Philly-style hoagies and sweet iced tea. Then

WHERE: Syria, Va.
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Yes, it is—just one of the
secrets buried in Washington. The concrete mini-monument is about 15 feet tall,
tapering from three feet at its base to 1.5 feet at its top. In the 19th century,
not long after the Washington Monument was completed, its midget counterpart was placed 50 feet south of it, encased in a circular brick wall.
So, what the heck is it?
It’s what engineers call a “benchmark,” which our dictionary defines as
“a mark of known or assumed elevation from which other elevations may
be established.”
The idea was that the mini-monument, because it weighed a lot less than
its 81,000-ton big brother, wouldn’t sink into the ground. Thus, any change
detected in the big monument in relation to the lil’ monument would be the
result of earth settling underneath the mega-memorial. (The bases of both
are at the same level. The reason the small one is now underground is that
tons of dirt were carted in to build up the grounds surrounding the 555foot obelisk.)
If you think this is a rather crude arrangement, you’re right. For starters,
how can you be sure the peewee pillar isn’t sinking itself? Because of that,
the diminutive shaft isn’t used anymore for its original purpose. But it’s
still there, an oddity under a metal manhole cover, like something from a
pharaoh’s tomb.
— John F. Kelly

A guard points to the mini-monument
entombed near its towering counterpart.

Road Trip maps are available online at www.
washingtonpost.com/roadtrip. Got an idea for a
trip? E-mail roadtrip@washpost.com.
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I like rockin’ at the 9:30 club
because rock sounds good
there and you can see the stage
from just about anywhere.
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at the Corner Deli.
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on the walls at the Graffiti House.
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Black’s band, Tenacious D, will
release their “Complete Master
Works” DVD on Sept. 16.
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— Reported by Dana Meltzer
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MEDIAMIX
GAME

Koei
$50

BASIC STORY

Dynasty Warriors 4
Xbox
(rated “teen”)

CD

FROM

| A Quick Take on the Week’s New Releases

Identity Crisis
By Shelby Lynne

Capitol
Records
$19

BOOK

TITLE

I Was Howard
Hughes
By Steven Carter

Bloomsbury
USA
$15

An account of the famous obsessive
as documented by a fictional
biographer who finds kinship with his
subject

Virgin
Records
$10

L.A. scenesters and
respected session
players deliver
their glamrock debut.

Geffen
Records
$13

More plaintive pop from the Londonborn, New York-based singersongwriter

Columbia
TriStar
$50

Get medieval on the battlefields of
ancient China.

CD

IMA Robot
By IMA Robot

CD

Leona Naess
By Leona Naess

DV D

Monty Python
and the Holy Grail
(two-disc
Collector’s Edition)

COMIC

The Sandman:
Endless Nights
By Neil Gaiman and
various artists

Vertigo
$25

GAME

The Simpsons:
Hit & Run
Cross-platform
(rated “teen”)

Vivendi
Universal
$50

BOOK

›

Sixty-Six
By Barry Levinson

Broadway
Books
$24

›

BY ROSE PROUSER—REUTERS

The Grammy winner
brings out her blues
roots and country
boots on her eighth
studio album.

›

The Knights of the
Round Table seek the
sacred chalice in
the British comedy
cult classic.

Master storyteller Gaiman and seven
equally gifted artists present tales of
the godlike “Seven Endless” in a
gorgeous luxury edition.

Grand Theft Auto,
Springfield: Missionbased high jinks, both
vehicular and pedestrian

In the director’s first novel, a group of
young Baltimore cronies in the 1960s
deal with love, death and Vietnam.

SAMPLE GRAB
Slash your way through
500 enemy soldiers to
finally face their leader,
and—surprise!—he’s a
wizard.

Complete with strings and three-part
harmonies, Lynne almost channels
Patsy Cline on the epic “Lonesome.”

“Greta’s great, but she’s a clinger.”
— Hughes on Greta Garbo

“Love / A reaction to some soft
skin / (What about ...) Trust / I’ve
seen it here and there / Girls / Be
careful what you wish for.”
— “Let’s Talk Turkey”

WHAT YOU’LL LOVE

WHAT YOU WON’T

The enemies never stop coming;
there are hundreds on each level.

The ridiculously inappropriate, guitardriven ’80s metal soundtrack

B+

A couple of clunkers: “Gotta Be
Better” could be, well, better.

B+

‹

Rockabilly romps and back-to-basics
blues (“10 Rocks,” “Evil Man”);
wistful ballads (“If I Were Smart,” “I
Don’t Think So”); a tinge of jazz (“I
Will Stay”)

Carter takes an already
fascinating historical character
and adds a potent
dose of modern wit.

›

Bizarre synthesizer combos, singer
Alex Ebert’s jerky monotone, and
all the appropriate new wave nods,
from Bowie to Devo

“Don’t use my broken heart to pick up
other girls / You know as well as I do /
Or should I remind you / Yours was
broken too.”
— “Don’t Use My Broken Heart”

Naess’s breathy falsetto, a blend of
Edie Brickell and Norah Jones; brutally
honest, almost confessional lyrics
(“Ballerina,” “He Is Gone”); crisp
production

“On second thought, let’s not go to
Camelot. It is a silly place.”
— King Arthur (Graham Chapman)

A can’t-miss karaoke feature for
several of the stellar songs.

“I am a sun, certainly. But he is
Dream. They say Death is kinder.”
— Caught with Dream’s lover,
a heavenly body considers the
consequences
“Now, Marge, you know I abhor
crazy schemes, so if you’ll
excuse me, I have to go
spy on my boss.”
— Homer

‹

“There are no archaeologists of the
mind—not that we are necessarily
important enough to explore.”

This is what comics are
all about: Powerful,
strange stories
enhanced by
serious artwork.

›

Voice acting by the original cast and a
true-to-the-show sense of humor

The razor-sharp dialogue and “Big
Chill”-style camaraderie

It’s hard to tell fact from
fiction in a narrative full of
transcripts, diary entries
and real-life quotes.

GRADE

B-

Copycat alert: The band treads too
close to Interpol territory.

B

›

A-

Sparse, slow
moments may
induce drowsiness.

Many of the same extras—for much
less—are on the already released
Special Edition.

B

Not for those who’ve never
questioned the nature of
existence.

A+

It might be accurate, but Homer runs
really slowly.

B-

›

Bordering-oncliche characters

B

By Shirley Halperin (CDs), Christopher Healy (games), Chris Hopfensperger (DVDs), Chris Petropoulos (comics), Eugena Pilek (books)

